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Analysis 101
Step Needed

1 Devise a strategy for for 
your measurement or search

1. Knowledge of theory
2. Simulated events

2 Perform the analysis 1. Analysis framework
2. Computing resources

3 Obtain/interpret the results 1. Statistical tools
2. Simulated events
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This Tutorial

How to generate simulated events: Monte Carlo event 
generators

Analysis framework: RIVET for particle level analysis (Sorry 
no ROOT today!)

Hands on exercises

A good time to fire up the virtual machine (hope you have it :)

Username/password: student/hepp2016
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Prologue

What happens in hadron-hadron collision?

What are the objects we see in our detectors?

Collider coordinates
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Hadron-hadron Collision

results 
in

no (or elastic) collision!

diffractive interaction

interesting stuff!
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Objects we see (and dont see)

Jet

Muon MET

Also: photons, electrons, charged particles (mostly pions) tracks...
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Co-ordinates
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Monte Carlo

image collected from web
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Monte Carlo

image collected from web
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Why Probability?
Nature is probabilistic!

Each process (production or decay of a particle) has a certain 
branching fraction.

Actual cross section for a process: integrate amplitude square 
over the phase space

Too many degrees of freedom, so have to sample

Generate events (list of four vectors of particles), often with 
weights (to account for real branching fraction)
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“The predictions of the model are reasonable enough physically 
that we expect it may be close enough to reality to be useful in 

designing future experiments and to serve as a reasonable 
approximation to compare to data. We do not think of the model 

as a sound physical theory . . . ”

 – Richard Feynman and Rick Field, 1978
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Event Generation

cartoon from Frank Krauss
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Event Generation

Hard scatter: calculable in 
some order in 
perturbation theory 
(multi-leg, multi-loop)

Parton shower: mostly 
non-perturbative physics, 
phenomenologically 
modeled.

Divide and conquer: 

Matrix Element (ME) and Parton 
Shower (PS)

cartoon from Peter Skands
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Parton Shower

✦ Build up the complicated
final state with the shower

✦ DGLAP equation, 
Sudakov form factor 

✦ Branchings continue till all 
partons form colour-neutral

hadrons.
Initial and  Final State

Radiation (I/FSR)
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Double/Multiple Parton Interaction
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Hadronisation/Fragmentation

Hadronisation: 
formation of 
hadrons from 
partons (cluster or 
string model)

Fragmentation: 
decay of hadrons
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Often used interchangeably



Tunes

Free parameters controlling 
different aspects of PS

Often highly correlated or anti-
correlated

Change them simultaneously to get 
the best description of data
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Quick Recap

Basic idea of Monte Carlo Event Generators, and why the 
name

Structure of an event generation
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Pythia8

... is a leading order PS generator.

One of the most widely used for many years.

Relatively easy to install  (along with its friends: HepMC, and 
LHAPDF6) and run, online user manual:                               
http://home.thep.lu.se/~torbjorn/pythia82html/
Welcome.html

Run via various mainXX programs.
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Generating events with Pythia8

Go to: tutorial/mc/higgs/pythia

We will use main42, a generic main program. It is already 
compiled for you.

Input (which process to generate, how many events, collision 
energy, ... ) are specified via a runcard (cmnd files), we will use 
main42.cmnd

./main42 main42.cmnd out.hepmc

Generate 5000 Z-boson events, decaying to muon pairs.
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AMC@NLO

... is a NLO ME generator.

Used where we need better accuracy than LO

Need interfacing with a PS generator for a physical final state.

Same framework as LO multileg Madgraph generator.

Details: http://amcatnlo.web.cern.ch/amcatnlo/
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Generating events with aMC@NLO
Go to tutorial/mc/higgs/MG5_aMC

 ./bin/mg5_aMC_v2_3_3

Generate  p p > z  [QCD] at 7 TeV

output run1

launch run1

Fix the options (change shower to PYTHIA8 in run_card, number of events, 
center of mass energy)

Output in run1/Events/run01

Submit a run to generate 20,000 events, as we move on.
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Matching/Merging

PS: Z + 1 jet + shower
Multileg: Z + 2 jets, then 
shower from each legs

Double
Counting!
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So then ...
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Analyze the events

ROOT is used extensively by the experiments

But unless you are an experimentalist, it is probably too 
intimidating for you

Many times, you just want to quickly look at simulated 
events...
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RIVET 

A generator agonistic analysis system for generators (no 
direct data analysis!)

Physics plots from generator output (in HepMC format)

Compare MC predictions with built-in actual data analyses 
from different experiments

Everything defined in terms of stable final state objects

Details: https://rivet.hepforge.org/

based mostly on Andy Buckley’s LH13 tutorial
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Trying out RIVET

... it is setup for you!

rivet --help

rivet --list-analyses (ATLAS_ ,  MC_)
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FIFO???

HepMC files tend to become unmanageably large (5000 
events  ~ 1 GB)

Often times, we need millions of events

We use fifo (file in, file out), which is like a pipe. One event 
enters, gets processed, only then the second event is 
generated ...

Look at Run.sh file in pythia directory (we will run that later)
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Running a Data Analysis

Since we are looking at Z-boson 
events, lets try ATLAS_2014_I1300647

Output: Rivet.yoda

Look inside the yoda file 

Plot with rivet-mkhtml Rivet.yoda

View plots by firefox plots/index.html
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Writing an Analysis

The analyses named MC_ are pure MC based analysis, no 
reference data to compare with.

Useful for testing generator predictions.

Open the MC_HEPP.cc file
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Projections

Observable calculators - from an event, project out the physical 
observables.

Already defined in the framework

Registered with a name in init

Applied to the current event in analyze

Avoids unnecessary repetition in the code
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Some Other Details
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Histogramming

Declare at init by bookHisto1D or bookProfile1D (usual name, 
binning)

Can be autobooked from reference data!

Usual fill method in analyze

scale or normalize in finalize

Declare the pointer
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MC_HEPP

Compile by: rivet-buildplugin RivetMC_HEPP.so MC_HEPP.cc

export RIVET_ANALYSIS_PATH=$PWD

Run 5000 events, like before

Now add some plots: Z mass, Z eta

Get the Z and leading jet phi, uncomment the phi difference plot

Recompile

Run again, make sure your new plots are filled!
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Final Step!
Lets compare the Pythia8 output to aMC@NLO output

Generate 20,000 Pythia Z-boson events at 7 TeV, run it via Rivet 
MC_HEPP analysis, rename the Rivet.yoda file (it will otherwise 
be overwritten!)

Move the events.lhe.gz file from aMC@NLO run directory to here, 
unzip, modify the main42.cmnd to run over the lhe and do the 
same as above

Compare by: rivet-mkhtml pythia8.yoda: “Pythia8” amc.yoda: 
“aMC@NLO”
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Thats’ it.
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Epilogue

MCNET (http://www.montecarlonet.org/) organises 
schools, and short-term (all expense paid) studentships for 
Ph.D students. Do contact me if interested.

NRF bursary available for masters/doctoral study in our 
group at Wits, this year, or next year. Again, just ask :)
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